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 Abstract - Clinical decisions are crucial because they are 

related to human lives. Thus, managers and decision makers in 

the clinical environment seek new solutions that can support 

their decisions. A clinical data warehouse (CDW) is an 

important solution that is used to achieve clinical stakeholders’ 

goals by merging heterogeneous data sources in a central 

repository and using this repository to find answers related to 

the strategic clinical domain, thereby supporting clinical 

decisions. CDW implementation faces numerous obstacles, 

starting with the data sources and ending with the tools that 

view the clinical information. This paper presents a systematic 

overview of purpose of CDWs as well as the characteristics; 

requirements; data sources; extract, transform and load (ETL) 

process; security and privacy concerns; design approach; 

architecture; and challenges and difficulties related to 

implementing a successful CDW. PubMed and Google Scholar 

are used to find papers related to CDW. Among the total of 784 

papers, only 42 are included in the literature review. These 

papers are classified based on five perspectives, namely 

methodology, data, system, ETL tool and purpose, to find 

insights related to aspects of CDW. This review can contribute 

answers to questions related to CDW and provide 

recommendations for implementing a successful CDW.   
 

 Index Terms - Clinical Data Warehouse, Data Warehouse, 

ETL, Clinical Operational Systems, Electronic Medical Records. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Interest in medical systems should be considered a priority 

because all stakeholders in the medical environment aim to 

provide the best services for patients and find the best 

platforms for decision making. Recently, clinical data have 

been used for new objectives aside from clinical purposes, 

such as research, treatment enhancement and critical decision 

making [1]. Clinical organizations are searching for new 

technologies to find relationships between uncorrelated 

clinical records, such as a patient’s history, treatment, 

diagnosis, physician’s notes, hospital records and personal 

information [2]. 

The costs of medicines and treatments are constantly 

increasing; thus, finding the tools and systems that reduce 

these costs is a goal of all medical institutions. A clinical data 

warehouse (CDW) is regarded as the best approach to achieve 

this goal. A decision based on a false or an incorrect data may 

lead to disastrous results rather than support decisions [3, 4].  

A data warehouse (DW) is one of the most important 

platforms that help stakeholders in various disciplines make 

decisions. Data in the DW are integrated and modelled in 

multidimensional form, thereby making visualization and 

analysis fast and easy [5]. The types of data stored in DW 

should enable stakeholders and institutions to obtain high-

quality results that support critical decisions [6].   

The DW processes data from operational data storage 

systems. This process requires tools and hardware 

components to ensure safe storage and efficient analysis of 

large data that institutions, organizations, researchers and 

others need in making strategic and operational decisions. 

The DW is not only an instrument used in transferring data 

but is also a tool in consolidating, analyzing, querying and 

presenting information. The success of DW in many fields 

has encouraged clinical institutions to adopt it as a platform 

for research, management, analysis and decision making [7-

9]. 

As a new approach of DW, CDW can enhance the quality of 

medical decisions and online data processing. CDW can serve 

as a basis for reporting, studying, planning and supporting 

clinical research. Moreover, CDW simplifies data processing, 

analysis and improves clinical decision making. The use of 

CDW in biomedical research faces many challenges. The 

required characteristics for implementing a successful CDW 

have not been defined clearly because many DWs in medical 

institutions focus only on management [9, 10]. 

CDW construction is a difficult task from planning to 

implementation. Different clinical procedures from intensive 

care to treatment contain a variety of data and produce 

heterogeneous data [11]. The implementation process of 

CDW if full of obstacles start from analyzing data sources 

and ending with implementing access tools (OLAP, KPI, and 

reports console). The difficulty of detecting the proper data 

form and how to consolidate the different data formats is a 

challenge. Another challenge is handling long-term clinical 

data, which differs from dealing with short-term clinical data. 

The challenge experienced by the stakeholders is that their 

needs vary depending on the clinical procedures and data 

formats. In this paper, the following questions will be 

answered: What are the main objectives of CDW? What are 

the proper tools to implement the extract, transform and load 

(ETL) process? What is the proper approach to implement 
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CDW? What are the security concerns related to 

implementing CDW? Does CDW implementation involve 

data privacy concerns? What are the systematic requirements 

for building a successful CDW? How CDW differs from other 

DW types? What are the most important issues related to data 

that affect the implementation of CDW? Does backup 

required? What is the preferable ETL tool to implement 

CDW? 

 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes DW 

and CDW in simple terms. Section 3 lists the characteristics 

of the CDW. Section 4 provides the possible data sources that 

can be used in CDW. Section 5 briefly explains the ETL 

process, which is considered as the base operation in CDW. 

Section 6 lists the challenges and difficulties of CDW 

implementation, and Section 7 presents a review of related 

literature. Finally, Section 8 provides the conclusions and 

recommendations.  

 

II. CDW 

The DW has been defined from various perspectives. Inmon, 

the inventor of the DW, defined DW as “a subject-oriented, 

integrated, time-variant, non-volatile data in support of 

management decisions”. Being subject-oriented means that 

only the relevant data are collected and stored to present 

useful information related to the subject. Integrated property 

describes the stored data style and format where all data 

types, naming conventions, encoding, data domains and 

measurements should be unified in standard form. Non-

volatile property ensures that the data stored in DW should 

not change after any operational process execution, where 

time-variant means that the data in the DW should be 

historical and present (see Figure 1) [12-14].   

 

Fig 1: Architecture of DW 

 

CDW, an emerging discipline of DW, refers to the central 

storage which provides access for different CDW stakeholders 

to utilize clinical data and knowledge so that they can analyze 

care situations and make critical decisions. CDW collates the 

data from different departments, laboratories and operational 

data stores into a single storage system [8, 14]. CDW 

processes the DW information related to hospitals and 

validates which data can be used for research, management, 

clinical practice and/or administration. CDW may be used by 

all healthcare stakeholders to access clinical data and obtain 

results in different disciplines to support decision making. 

The clinical data in CDW vary and differ from information 

related to patients’ records (such as treatments, procedures 

performed, vital signs, demographics, treatment costs and 

supplies used) to research, management and administration 

data. CDW is distinguished into many categories that support 

research, such as single-institution CDW, multi-institution 

CDW and research usage of CDW [9, 15].   

 

Opinions are divided on whether CDWs should be located 

inside or outside hospitals or clinical departments. 

Accordingly, if CDWs were located outside hospitals or 

clinical departments, implementation would be difficult 

because communication is required during ETL and data 

integration between clinical stakeholders and the IT team. 

Also, if the CDW is located outside clinical departments, it 

may be neglected. However, if the location of the CDW is 

outside of hospitals, integration with non-clinical data may be 

easier.   

Several factors are required to deal with barriers for 

implementing a CDW, such as data integrity, sound temporal 

schema design, query expressiveness, heterogeneous data 

integration, knowledge evolution integration, source 

evolution integration, traceability and guided automation 

[11]. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Architecture of CDW 
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Figure 2 shows a simplified architecture of the CDW, how the 

data go through ETL into the CDW and how the analysis 

tools are used by clinical stakeholders for decision making, 

research and management purposes. Data sources in CDW 

varies from other DW data sources types in many criteria 

such as variety and complexity of data structure, privacy 

concerns related to patients, different data types, duplication 

of clinical data, and variety of data sources platforms.  

Clinical data still emerging and different and complex data 

structures appear and these data structures need more analysis 

and time to add them to the existing CDW. ETL part in the 

most important part in CDW since it is the back room for 

implementing successful CDW. ETL tools still emerging and 

new tools are required to handle the new data and to turn the 

new data into useful information. The CDW type that stores 

the clinical information varies from enterprise DW to clinical 

data marts depends on the size of data and number of 

departments involved. The best recommended type to 

implement CDW is enterprise DW since it holds all the data 

related to the enterprise. Since it is difficult to implement 

clinical enterprise DW due to the different data of 

departments and difficult to handle all data in single schema 

but the benefit of enterprise clinical DW is to discover the 

hidden patterns in clinical data.  

CDW reduces the time of collecting data and storing them in 

clinical operational data stores (CODS). The quality of the 

data is guaranteed by using CDW because the data are 

validated before storage in CODS [16, 17]. 

The benefits of using CDW are listed as follows [8-10, 16, 18, 

19]: 

• Helps determine the relationship between clinical data 

attributes, discover disease behavior, evaluate treatment 

procedures and increase patients’ outcomes; 

• Provides users with various information related to 

management and research fields; 

• Uses the DW platform to enhance data quality and quantity, 

and improve query performance and business intelligence 

[20].  

• Enhances the quality of care provided for patients; 

• Uses a knowledge-based platform to make the right 

decisions on critical issues; 

• Reduces the time spent on data collection and enhances 

data quality; and 

• Provides a platform for timely analysis and online 

decision-making systems for administration, research, clinical 

and management systems [21]. 

 

III. CDW CHARACTERISTICS 

The clinical data should be collected depending on the nature 

and context, time and purpose of the future analysis [11]. 

CDW should ensure patients’ privacy protection. Research 

design, chart presentation and data extraction are the major 

areas of CDW [9]. A major advantage of CDW is data quality 

because it is able to determine data reliability required for 

planning, analysis and decision making. However, data 

quality problems can occur in terms of accessibility, validity, 

freshness, relevance, completeness, consistency, reliability 

and integrity.   

The clinical data quality is a critical issue because it affects 

the decision making and reliability of research. Data quality 

can be ensured by extracting the data that meet the needs of 

CDW stakeholders and storing them in a particular format. 

The problem of data quality occurs in various parts of data 

warehousing and ETL (data profiling, data staging and ETL 

processes) and CDW implementation (schema design and 

modelling) [22].  

Medical ETL is sensitive to data quality and integrity because 

low-quality data could affect the clinical organization’s 

income and decision-making process. The complexity of 

clinical data structure and diversity of medical operations 

requires implementation of complex ETL before the data are 

loaded into CDW storage. Different medical departments 

require various tools to connect different data sources and 

deal with a variety of data formats produced to apply ETLs 

[10, 23]. 

To establish and implement successful CDWs, many 

approaches are available such as requirements on users, 

information, regularity and ethics. User requirements may 

cause difficulties in ETL because the stakeholders have 

varying needs for CDW reports. Online and other ODSs and 

the types of data stored in them result in different user 

requirements. Information requirements refer to the types and 

costs of data used to accomplish ETL processes. ETL tools 

vary from open source to commercial, and have different 

capabilities and methods of processing specific types of 

datasets. Ethical and legal conditions are mandatory to 

maintain patients’ privacy and protect their data. Patients 

have to be informed about the use of their data for research 

and how to cooperate further with data entry [24, 25].   

Developing CDWs involves privacy and security constraints 

aside from policies related to medical data. The main issues 

in security and privacy are integrity, availability and 

confidentiality of the data to be shared between departments. 

Integrity means that the data should not be altered through 

any unauthorized action. Availability means that the data 

should be accessible to authorized persons any time. 

Confidentiality means keeping the data unreachable to 

unauthorized persons. Sharing patients’ information between 

different departments and keeping confidentiality is a major 

challenge [26, 27]. 

The scenarios in keeping clinical data privacy are the 

following [28]: 

- implementing a doctor–patient standard policy for 

sharing data; 

- implementing data privacy restrictions during creation of 

the first ODS tables; and  
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- following government regulations to preserve patients’ 

privacy. 

In recent years, clinical systems have been attacked by 

hackers who have breached patients’ medical files, billing 

and insurance records, payment details and other data. These 

incidents emphasize the need for CDWs to have high-security 

data protection. 

  

IV. DATA SOURCES 

The data source is the foundation of CDW implementation. 

Clinical data sources vary depending on clinical procedures, 

devices and medical departments. The types of clinical data 

sources are the following: 

• Laboratory, which represents results of laboratory tests; 

• Diagnosis, which lists the details of the diagnosis 

process; 

• Demographics, which is used to enrich the analysis of the 

environment data; 

• Treatment, which refers to information related to 

treatment processes such as procedure, type and risk; 

• Clinical, which represents patients’ information related 

to their lifestyle and habits; this information can be used to 

improve the capabilities of data analysis [1, 10]. 

 

 

 

Table 1: CDW data compared with other domains [9] 

 

Category Clinical  Other 

Domains 

Transaction Unique Repetitive 

Data type Mixed (text, code, 

number, image) 

Number 

Common 

vocabulary 

Normalization required Existing 

Time value 

information 

Significant Not 

significant  

External 

category 

Essential Not 

essential 

 

Table 1 shows that the clinical data differ from that of other 

domains, thereby causing difficulty in the implementation 

process of CDW. The transaction related to the clinical 

domain is unique for each patient each time, whereas the 

transaction in other domains, such as banks and universities, 

is repetitive. As mentioned, the data types range from text, 

code, numbers, images and videos, while other domains can 

be implemented based on numbers only. The normalization 

process in the clinical data is required to remove duplications, 

while normalization is not required for the other domains and 

existing records can be depended upon. The time value 

information is not significant to other domains but is 

significant to clinical data. The external data sources and 

categories are essential to the clinical domain but is not 

essential to other domains.  

Electronic health record (EHRs) that store clinical data of 

patients are one of the most frequently used data sources for 

CDW. ETL in CDW loads the raw data of electronic medical 

records (EMR) after extraction, cleaning, reconstructing and 

transforming them into CDW schema tables to make them 

consistent with the other clinical legacy databases. CDW can 

provide an analytical interface to access and assess the EHR 

and use the results in clinical research [9, 29].  

The data quality parameters which should be ascertained are 

completeness, accuracy and consistency. Incomplete data 

from ODSs may generate additional tasks for the ETL. Data 

inconsistency and inaccuracy may also result in additional 

data preparation for the ETL. Low-quality data such as those 

mentioned above require new ways of handling and 

processing, which lead to additional efforts and costs [29].   

 

V. ETL 

ETL involves three stages of data handling: extraction, 

transformation and loading. Extraction is responsible for 

connecting the various data sources and extracting the data 

relevant for analysis and research. The difficulty in extraction 

is the existence of heterogeneous data sources that need 

different approaches for connecting and extracting. ETL 

requires specific tools to deal with heterogeneous data 

sources. The second stage is transformation, in which the 

extracted data are transformed to a specific format based on 

rules, functions and conditions in preparation for the next 

stage. The second stage ensures that the data are integrated 

and consolidated to facilitate the final stage. In the final 

stage, the data are transformed into dimensional forms and 

loaded into DW tables with star or snowflake schemas. The 

difficulty faced in the last stage of the ETL is how to handle 

and differentiate new data records from the existing data [7, 

10, 30, 31]. 

 

VI. ISSUES AND CHALLENGES 

The challenges and issues related to CDW are the following 

[1, 8-11, 16]: 

• Data source independence. The independent clinical data 

sources with various conditions and environments that may 

cause different clinical systems are constructed with different 

storage media. Data source independence requires analysis 

and planning to implement the flexible ETL, which may take 

time and effort.  

• Data availability. Availability of data across different 

sources depends on completeness and design. The old 

operational systems may work with various policies and 

obligations on data entry and types, which may affect the 

overall data accessibility. The massive increase in clinical 

data volume requires new setups to link the old and new data. 
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• Data format. The format of the clinical data ranges from 

text and images to videos and signals. The clinical data are 

also in numeric, qualitative, quantitative to image, 

ultrasound, sequential time, signal, protein and microarray 

forms [32].    

• Data collection methods. The two types of data collection 

methods are manual and automated. Manual data collection 

consumes time and effort in data entry and is susceptible to 

errors that require cleaning. Automated data collection does 

not consume as much time and effort; thus, it is less 

susceptible to errors compared with manual data collection. 

Long-term clinical data related to specific diseases, such as 

continuous diagnosis, need a different approach compared 

with short-term medical data.  

• Data integration tools. One of the most important 

challenges in CDW is implementing data integration tools. 

Data integration is the process of combining multiple data 

from uncorrelated data and from different departments in a 

single repository. The various clinical departments, treatment 

procedures, data types and attributes make the data 

integration process extremely difficult. The integration 

process involves rearranging, consolidating and integrating 

data in a unified form to analyze the data. Data preparation 

and integration time may consume 90% of the overall CDW 

construction, which requires efforts to analyze the data and 

build a solid schema.  

• ETL issues. The different data formats from multiple data 

sources require ETL tools that can make the format flexible to 

enable data mining and machine learning approaches for 

information retrieval. Dealing with various data sources, 

schemas, attributes and data types is a challenging task in 

CDW. Handling old clinical data and transforming them into 

specific forms to be loaded into CDW tables require tools, 

scenarios and plans to merge with new data. Selecting the 

proper schema (whether star or snowflake) requires a large 

data analysis plane, which should be compatible with the 

resulting research reports.  

• Legacy systems. Considerable time and effort have to be 

spent on collecting data from legacy clinical systems, but 

clinical data are beneficial for future research. 

• Data quality. Data completeness, validity, accuracy, 

conformity and integrity problems should be addressed by 

using different solutions. Low-quality data should be refined 

and assessed based on specific criteria.  

• Data privacy. Data extraction should ensure the patients’ 

privacy and protection. Government policies and regulations 

are crucial aside from legal and ethical restrictions.  

• CDW schema. Relational and dimensional data model 

designs are two familiar models for implementing DW. 

Relation model design can be used to solve data consistency 

and integrity problems and handle evolving volume data. 

Dimensional model design can be used for stable and known 

problems to fix end-user needs. In general, an ad-hoc 

architecture is preferable because the requirements vary from 

one department to another. 

• Clinical institution standards. Lack of standards among 

institutions makes data gathering and integrating extremely 

difficult.  

• Clinical stakeholders. These are all persons involved in 

the use of CDW, such as clinicians, physicians, researchers, 

doctors, managers and administrators in medical institutions. 

Clinical stakeholders can use CDW to improve healthcare, 

enhance patients’ quality of living and decrease disease 

outbreaks by making the right strategic decisions [33]. 

• Analytical tools. The front end window holds different 

tools and approaches that use CDW to show results in the 

form of reports, charts and indicators. Different tools, such as 

online analytical processing (OLAP), can be implemented on 

CDW to present information such as key performance 

indicators [12]. 

 

VII. LITERATURE ANALYSIS 

Searching through PubMed and Google Scholar for “clinical 

data warehouse” revealed 784 papers; after filtering, only 42 

papers are included in this review. These papers will be 

classified and reviewed to answer the following questions: 

What are the main objectives of CDW? What are the proper 

tools to implement ETL? Do data privacy concerns exist? 

What are the other systematic requirements for building a 

successful CDW? The literature analysis in Table 2 classifies 

the papers according to five categories: methodology, system, 

data, ETL tool and purpose. 

 

 

Table 2: Methodology and System Perspectives 

Seq. Ref. Author Methodology System 

Architecture Design Approach Dep. Backup Security 

1 [34] Nicolas  Top–Down 1H  √ 

2 [33] Iain √ Top–Down  √ √ 

3 [35] John √ Top–Down 1D   

4 [36] Lekha √ Top–Down    

5 [37] Kislaya √ Top–Down 7C √ √ 

6 [38] Christine  Top–Down   √ 

7 [39] Nicolas  Top–Down    

8 [40] Barrett  Top–Down    
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9 [41] Denis  Top–Down 1D   

10 [42] Christoph  Top–Down    

11 [43] Martin √ Top–Down 1D   

12 [44] Osama √ Top–Down 1D   

13 [45] Eric  Top–Down 1H  √ 

14 [46] Christian  Top–Down 3D   

15 [47] Jyoti √ Top–Down 1C  √ 

16 [48] Marleen  Top–Down 1C   

17 [49] Alaa √ Top–Down 1H √ √ 

18 [50] Young √ Top–Down 1C   

19 [51] Christopher  Top–Down   √ 

20 [52] Tyler √ Top–Down   √ 

21 [53] Matthew  Top–Down 1D   

22 [54] Marc  Top–Down   √ 

23 [55] Mary      

24 [56] Birger √ Top–Down   √ 

25 [57] Elene  Top–Down 12C √ √ 

26 [58] Hai  Top–Down   √ 

27 [59] Anne  Top–Down 3D  √ 

28 [60] Khan √ Top–Down 8717C   

29 [61] Luis  Top–Down    

30 [62] Andrew √ Top–Down   √ 

31 [63] Alaa √ Top–Down 1D √  

32 [64] Lumel  Top–Down   √ 

33 [65] Dominic  Top–Down   √ 

34 [66] Taxiarchis  Bottom–Up 1D   

35 [67] Reesa  Top–Down 18D  √ 

36 [68] Tanya  Top–Down 2D  √ 

37 [69] Nicolas  Top–Down   √ 

38 [70] David √ Top–Down   √ 

39 [71] Axel  Top–Down   √ 

40 [72] Genes  Top–Down 1D  √ 

41 [20] Monica  Top–Down   √ 

42 [73] Jean  Top–Down 8S  √ 

 

 

A. Methodology 

From a research perspective, concerns on design approach, 

architecture and number of departments are involved in CDW 

implementation. The research perspective provides a simple 

view of the entire design approach and the best methodology 

of the design plan to help the IT team and clinical 

stakeholders in understanding CDW. The methodology is 

divided into three criteria: architecture, design approach and 

departments. 

i. Architecture 

Architecture refers to the general structure of the CDW 

building process and how the CDW schematic components 

are connected. The architecture diagram can help in 

understanding the general implementation process. Many 

studies have demonstrated CDW architecture diagrams such 

as [33], [35], [36], [37], [43], [44], [47], [49], [50], [52], [60], 

[62], [63] and [70]. A few studies have presented their CDW 

schema approaches. As mentioned, the two familiar schemas 

are star and snowflake. The star schema consists of single fact 

table and tables called dimensions connected to a fact table by 

keys. The snowflake schema is an extended form of the star 

schema where many other tables are connected to the 

dimensions. 

  

ii. 7.1.2 Design Approach 

The two familiar design approaches are top–down and 

bottom–up. The top–down design approach provides the final 

shape of the system. This approach starts with implementing 

and constructing the pieces to reach the final goal. The 

bottom–up approach starts with dividing the large problem 

into small pieces of obstacles and solving each obstacle 

individually. Most studies used the top–down approach in 

designing, which saves time because the basic idea is clear 

and the required components are available. In the top–down 
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approach, each team member knows the assigning task, 

which makes the system implementation flexible. For CDW, 

the proper development approach is top–down. It can be used 

as a systematic approach to help in decreasing integration 

obstacles. This approach is time consuming and difficult to 

implement because concept consistency is difficult to achieve 

for all clinical organization data. The bottom–up design 

approach is preferable for design, implementation and 

development of clinical data marts. This approach is 

characterized by flexibility and low implementation cost of 

CDW data marts, but it faces difficulty in integrating various 

data marts in the clinical enterprise of DW [74][75]. 

 

iii. 7.1.3 Departments 

Departments refer to several clinical departments involved in 

the CDW implementation. Abbreviations used in clinical 

departments are H for hospitals, C for centers and D for 

hospital department or study. CDW covers data starting from 

one department to other hospitals and their departments and 

centers. A few papers mentioned the departments or data size 

used to implement CDW. The number of departments can 

provide a general view of the data sources and the data to be 

used to implement clinical data marts. 

  

B. System 

The CDW is a system, and two of the most important points 

in implementing any successful system are keeping it backed 

up and securing it from unauthorized access.  

i. Backup 

Backup is the process of keeping a copy of all data to use the 

image of the files in restoration when needed. Backup is a 

crucial process because it keeps all the data safe from loss 

when they are deleted or corrupted. As shown in Table 2, 5 

(namely [33], [37], [49], [57] and [63]) out of 40 studies have 

used two systems of backing up their data or implementing a 

specific backup system to keep copies of all CDW data. The 

types of backup methods are incremental, differential, full 

and virtual full backup. Each method has its own capabilities 

and limitations. Full backup takes a snapshot of all the data 

while incremental backup takes a copy of the files that have 

been created or changed after the last backup. Differential 

backup stores only the new file changes after the last full 

backup, while virtual full backup takes a backup of all the 

data and synchronizes it with the original data periodically. 

Selecting a backup method and tool depends upon but is not 

comparable with data evaluability.  

      

ii. Data Security 

To safeguard CDW from unauthorized access, data security 

should be implemented and restrict access to specific persons 

in the decision making part. Access to CDW should be 

limited to clinical decision makers. Each authorized member 

to CDW should have a specific permissions to access specific 

part of CDW. Since CDW scope varies and cover many 

departments, so each department’s should access the specific 

part that covered their needs and shows the results that 

support their decisions. As shown in Table 2, 25 CDWs apply 

security measures to prevent unwanted access. Physical 

protection is required in implementation, but the best solution 

to overcome security issues is to implement cloud storage 

technology, which can ensure safety, reduce costs, eliminate 

the need for physical protection and provide a reliable 

platform. 

 

 

Table 3: Data, ETL Tool and Purpose Perspectives 

 

Seq Ref. Author Data ETL Tool Purpose 

Size Availabili

ty 

Privacy Quality Administ

ration 

Manageme

nt 

Researc

h 

Clinical 

1 [34] Nicolas >15m  √ √  √ √ √ √ 

2 [33] Iain >100 m √ √ √ ODI √ √ √ √ 

3 [35] John  √  √  √ √ √ √ 

4 [36] Lekha  √   SSIS √ √ √ √ 

5 [37] Kislaya >3m √ √ √  √ √ √ √ 

6 [38] Christin

e 

>99 m √ √ √ i2b2 √ √ √ √ 

7 [39] Nicolas     AT √ √ √ √ 

8 [40] Barrett >4.4m √ √ √  √ √ √ √ 

9 [41] Denis >17 

thou. 

√   Talend √ √ √ √ 

10 [42] Christo

ph 

>10 m √ √  i2b2+SQL √ √ √ √ 

11 [43] Martin 11,898 √ √ √  √ √ √ √ 

12 [44] Osama    √ SSIS 2008 √ √ √ √ 
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13 [45] Eric 1.2 m √ √ √ Oracle 

SAP 

√ √ √ √ 

14 [46] Christia

n 

  √ √ Talend √ √ √ √ 

15 [47] Jyoti 6.3 m √ √ √ OBIEE √ √ √ √ 

16 [48] Marleen 75 GB √ √  Extelligen

ce Critical 

Care 

Export 

√ √ √ √ 

17 [49] Alaa 250 

thou. 

√ √ √ SSIS2014 √ √ √ √ 

18 [50] Young >1200 √    √ √ √ √ 

19 [51] Christo

pher 

268 m √ √ √  √ √ √ √ 

20 [52] Tyler  √ √ √ SAS √ √ √ √ 

21 [53] Matthe

w 

 √ √   √ √ √ √ 

22 [54] Marc  √ √ √ Talend √ √ √ √ 

23 [55] Mary  √ √ √  √ √ √ √ 

24 [56] Birger 2.17 m √ √ √ i2b2 √ √ √ √ 

25 [57] Elene  √  √  √ √ √ √ 

26 [58] Hai  √ √ √  √ √ √ √ 

27 [59] Anne 127m √ √ √ Talend √ √ √ √ 

28 [60] Khan 12m √ √ √  √ √ √ √ 

29 [61] Luis 230 

thou. 

√   Java EE7 

and 

Spring 

Framewor

k 

√ √ √ √ 

30 [62] Andrew 15 m   √  √ √ √ √ 

31 [63] Alaa 7 thou. √ √ √ SSIS2014 √ √ √ √ 

32 [64] Lumel 411 m √ √ √ SQL+Pyth

on 

√ √ √ √ 

33 [65] Domini

c 

 √ √ √ Kettle √ √ √ √ 

34 [66] Taxiarc

his 

2.7 m √ √ √  √ √ √ √ 

35 [67] Reesa 500 

thou. 

√ √ √ i2b2 √ √ √ √ 

36 [68] Tanya    √ Oracle+S

QL 

√ √ √ √ 

37 [69] Nicolas 2 m. √  √  √ √ √ √ 

38 [70] David  √ √ √  √ √ √ √ 

39 [71] Axel  √ √ √ i2b2 √ √ √ √ 

40 [72] Genes >1b √ √ √ Tool in 

Java 

√ √ √ √ 

41 [20] Monica >136 m √ √ √ i2b2 √ √ √ √ 

42 [73] Jean 250G √ √ √ Microsoft 

.Net 2.0 

√ √ √ √ 

 

 

C. Data Processing 

Data processing in CDW is the basic step in successful 

decision making. The four major components related to data 

processing are data size, data availability, data privacy and 

data quality. The size of the data involved in CDW 
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implementation varies from thousands (thou), millions (m), 

billions (b) and gigabytes (G). Data size ranges from 

thousands to billions of records. The normal data size of DW 

varies from few kilobytes to a large terabyte. CDW is 

characterized by a large volume of clinical data composed of 

treatments, diagnosis records and EMRs, which are stored 

and processed to obtain analytical results.  

 

i. Data Availability 

Data availability means that data will still be accessible even 

if disastrous events occur. This perspective may depend on 

factors such as system security and backup, which can ensure 

the continuous availability of CDW. According to our 

research, 37 studies achieved data availability in 

implementing CDW, which proves the importance of this 

factor.  

 

ii. Data Privacy 

Data privacy should be ensured from the first step of the 

CDW implementation process. Data privacy refers to the 

protection of patients’ personal information and 

determination of the parts that can be shared. A total of 32 

studies achieved this objective in CDW implementation.  

 

iii. Data Quality 

Data quality is the measure of data usefulness. This concept 

refers to the data with consistency and unambiguity. As many 

heterogeneous data sources exist, this concept is difficult to 

achieve but is required. We found 34 studies that achieved 

this aspect in CDW implementation.   

 

D. ETL tool 

The ETL tool is necessary in CDW implementation. Selecting 

a license or source of ETL tool depends significantly on the 

project funding and nature of data sources. Only a few papers 

did not mention the ETL tool used in implementing CDW. 

i2b2 was used in six papers, SSIS in four papers, Talend also 

in four papers, while other papers used Java, SAS, AT and 

Microsoft.Net.  

 

E. Purpose 

The patient’s information, financial information and medical 

data, including diagnoses, prescriptions, tests, medical 

records and nursing records were automatically updated from 

the operational EMR database to the DW system daily using 

an ETL tool [p26]. These procedures result in different data 

subjects. The main definition of CDW clarifies the purpose 

based on four goals: administration, management, clinical 

and research. CDW should achieve these goals to be 

successful. These four goals are derived from data types 

(ODSs) and stakeholders’ needs. The four goals are 

correlated. Administration and management are the base 

purposes of building CODSs, and thus require information on 

managerial and administrational problems to fill gaps and 

enhance healthcare for patients. Clinical and research 

purposes are important to find hidden patterns, relationships 

between different attributes, disease behavior and ways to 

explore the clinical knowledge to support decisions. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The various hardware components and software tools require 

complicated steps in integration to handle different data 

formats to produce improved information for research and 

decision making. The integration process should be built 

based on a planned approach to analyze the collected data and 

clean them to produce useful information. CDW is 

complicated because of the need for data integrity in ODS. 

The new ODS platforms make the ETL processes highly 

complicated and increase the need for new technologies. 

Various clinical departments, procedures, jobs and tasks 

involve challenges due to new technologies, and new 

scenarios should be planned to adapt to these changes. 

Different data types are considered the first challenge in 

building and implementing a successful CDW. To ensure 

clinical data privacy, new government policies and 

regulations are needed. The data management in clinical 

ODS prior to the ETL process can influence the overall 

knowledge result from CDW. 

One of the most important recommendations is to focus on 

clinical ODS and provide special courses for employees who 

work in data entry related to the process. Clinical ODS should 

not be accessed by all staff, and special security should be 

ensured to protect ODSs. A manual for clinical ODSs should 

be developed and new features should be added to enhance 

and reduce data collection time. Paper-based clinical records 

pose another challenge because the data contained in these 

records should be transformed to EMR, which is time 

consuming and laborious. Old legacy data sources should be 

treated carefully with a dedicated approach because they 

require all the ETL processes such as data cleaning, 

integration, transforming and loading.  

The cost of building a CDW depends on the organization’s 

needs and goals. The organization may decide to adapt low-

cost or high-cost solutions by purchasing licenses of ETL, 

ODS, OLAP and reporting tools and software. Open-source 

solutions require a team to know all system requirements and 

methods to fix bugs. The CDW should be located inside 

hospitals and clinical departments, which makes CDW 

implementation fast and accurate, because it does not require 

agreements to work with clinical data sources, and it enables 

IT teams to obtain data-related answers directly from the 

clinical stakeholders.  

The top–down design approach is preferred by many. This 

approach provides a pre-analysis of all operational data 

sources because it starts from analyzing all base components 

and goes further to all the implementing processes by 

integrating all heterogeneous clinical data sources. Despite 
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the high cost and slow implementation of the top–down 

approach, it is the best choice for designing and 

implementing CDW. The bottom–up approach is preferable 

when CDW implementation starts from implementing 

CODSs, thereby making the CDW implementation process 

flexible and almost without obstacles. The bottom–up 

approach is preferable when the stakeholders decide to build 

separate data marts for each department.  

Enhanced ETL is required to handle various data types and 

reduce the time spent on all ETL processes. Selecting the 

licenses for the ETL tool and overall project depends firstly 

on institutional funding. Open-source tools have proven their 

performance and accuracy in many studies but they need an 

experienced IT team to fix any bugs that may appear. A 

successful CDW should ensure data privacy; fulfil security 

and backup requirements with data availability and quality; 

and provide a solid clinical platform for research, 

administration and managerial purposes.   
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